From May 1900

My dear Spencer,

Looking over your last letter this morning I was surprised to find that it has been in my hands nearly six months.

Your proposal about going north next year has given me much thought in fact it has removed my sole care of much as I should like to go I cannot at present let my way clear. There are too difficulties in the way one - which I think could be overcome by a little persuasion from you - is that my wife is much against my going to the third she is backed up by all our friends the other is that
[Handwritten text not legible]
my present income. I am afraid you will be disappointed old fellow but unless you can persuade some rich man to find the money to give us an entirely free hand I don't think there is much chance of my going back to you. I feel that he should do the work. It is that only as God can do it effectively that I cannot in the money needed for the education of my children. hardly to add a straw or two to the jewels of other people's knowledge. By the many are The Anthropo people at home. Even going to acknowledge our work in every way they made. Stealing our story. There is no doubt about this for I asked him about it on
May return from Melbourne.

Just on the off chance of going in I have written to some I

fell in with there saying that we may be along in these months

wanting them to let the negroes know — they should be prepared long

ahead to expect as if only in Conte would say to give them

time to invent some habits of

Customs — have just to hand a

announcing Capture of Johanna

Cheer after Cheer in The Streets

at all times waving up flags

many of their looth as if they

as if they had been

formed as by sight without during

the whole war — what a great

letter now is to show there will

something in The Irish again at
Capable enough to express my feelings, I must, I could not miss to mention to some of your friends, I feel that a man clarifying—Kingsman has been much to the fore in London. I hear that he has been very favorably impressed some of the political leaders. His defeat for the Legislature Council is a real relief to all who wish to see him representing the Colony on the Federal Parliament he will certainly be in the front seat for I shall have surprised to see him promised as a Leader. He is more energetic than Percival. He will, truly lead the pack in this Colony. For all matters are supporting him. Not only Batchelor but members of the present Government are going for Federal.
and I say to them go to Gordon and probably take the Princesship and seat in the Jona house.

I am anxious to hear of you some time in Melbourne. She has been up to his mock in Eeetowin in the West. Under his return or I would have written to him.

What do you think of Saxsburgo attack on the Duna? I was glad when I heard of the resupply of the field but I heard in the ultimate hour of the attack when I hear of Saxsburgo's fact as fact he will after this event in answer. He has determined not gone out of his way to make the Turks pass or he committed his unprecedented influence just when the ground the Quarte was stormy.
[Handwritten text is not legible due to the quality of the image. Please provide a clearer image or describe the content if possible.]
Lady are very much attached to each other. The poor girl felt her death clearly. She will have a hard time to
bear her loneliness. Proctor's friend lately tells me that any Saccor Roundhead Soldier let her go without in the blacks he threatened
the release of the captives. I'm trying to have the Protectorship transferred to the local police - the County up there is in an awful state as the blacks. They lost all their little herd. I almost go crazy but
since I continue to struggle the thought of bad management of MI tells me coming. So much concludes
for my love to Chaplin and remember to all friends from me.
F.G.